Don’t Chop Off That Branch
Presented by Thomas MacEntee
Virtual Meeting
February 16, 2021—6:00PM
You are at a crossroads after years of genealogy research: should you delete an entire branch of your family tree due to faulty research? Or is there a better way to correct family history research errors and salvage information that took years to find?

Click on this link to register for this presentation

Tracing Rural Residents:
County Township Atlases, Plat Books, & Other Seldom-Used Sources
Presented by Melinda Kashuba
Zoom Meeting
March 16, 2021—6:30PM
Were your ancestors law-abiding people who lived in the countryside? Did they rent property rather than own it? Did they live quietly, without legal complications brought from disorderly or illegal behaviors? Perhaps, your rural ancestor moved around from small town to small town, never rooting themselves in place?

This lecture provides several strategies to research these hard-to-find rural ancestors that tended not to generate many of the typical records a genealogist might seek. Most of the presentation will feature county-level records. Request Zoom link from sgs.edit@shastagen.org